Chemical
Mastic
Removers

CONTROL PRODUCTS FORMULATED
FOR THE ABATEMENT PROFESSIONAL
CONTROL Chemical Mastic Removers are specifically formulated
to liquefy the toughest cured floor tile adhesives on asbestos
abatement projects while keeping your workers and
building occupants safe and comfortable. Whatever
your requirement; from balancing cost with
solvency and flash point or low VOC, or low
to no odor, there is a Control Mastic
Remover for your application.

CONTROL CCV-Low Odor Mastic Remover: is a CARB
compliant formulation of soybean based solvents and hydrotreated petroleum distillates designed to safely and efficiently
dissolve floor tile mastics. The combination of these two solvents
produces a highly effective and powerful solution that performs
well, has a very low to non-existent odor and is also easy to clean
up post removal.
174° flash. KB value = 34

CONTROL Green Mastic Remover: is the

first mastic remover formulated to meet California’s strict new
VOC regulations. This very low odor mastic remover is also a very
powerful and effective solution.
No VOCs. 175° flash. KB value = 36

CONTROL Chemical Specifications
Mastic
Removers
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19205
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5 gal. pail

5 gal. pail

5 gal. pail

5 gal. pail

55 gal. drum

55 gal. drum

55 gal. drum
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36
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8
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175°F
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N/A
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Hydro-treaded
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1-2-0
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1-2-0

Amine
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2-2-0
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2-2-0

Color

Light Green

Pale Amber

Clear

Clear

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Item Number
Packaging

KB Value
Flash Point

CARB Compliant

CONTROL chemicals are packaged 36 five gallon pails per pallet or 4 fifty-five gallon drums per pallet.

CONTROL Carpet Adhesive Remover: is a water based

formulation designed for the safe, effective and environmentally
responsible removal of most all latex and acrylic carpet adhesives.
This solution is a biodegradable, non-flammable and zero VOC
content alternative to hydrocarbon based mastic remover solvents.
N/A flash. KB value = 8

CONTROL Low Odor Mastic Remover: is our most popular
solvent for dissolving tough asphaltic floor mastics. The low odor
blend of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons is a very powerful
formulation with built-in penetrants and surfactants to ensure
quick-action and easy clean-up.
141° flash. KB value = 47

BEYOND BOUNDARIES ™
Innovators at our core, we develop engineered solutions for
our customers’ complex problems. Recognized globally for
our flexible containment solutions, ILC Dover serves customers
in a diverse range of industries, including pharmaceutical and
biopharmaceutical manufacturing, personal care, food and
beverage, chemical, aerospace, healthcare and government
agencies. At ILC Dover, quality is a culture, not a measurement.
Our customers will tell you that we cater to their every need
and that we’re highly innovative, responsive, dedicated and
competitive. We have been innovating since 1947. ILC Dover’s
visionary solutions improve efficiency, safeguard workers and
product, and prevent disasters — proof that we are on the front
line of business excellence.
Engineering evolution beyond boundaries.
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